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Technology scaling continuous and the number of transistors that can be placed on a chip doubles
about every two years. This enabled dramatic processor performance gains by increasing clock frequency
and instruction level parallelism over the last two decades. Recently, thermal design power constraints
have begun to limit the rate at which processor frequency can be increased and industry shifted towards
multi-core processors that deliver high performance gains by employing task and thread level parallelism.

This talk will discuss the performance and energy efficiency of a heterogeneous many-core approach,
which employs a mix of few big cores, many small cores and special purpose cores. It than focuses on
two potential challenges for the operating system to efficiently employ such devices.

First, the task scheduling and load balancing for such devices becomes challenging. The scheduler
should account for the heterogeneity, such as the different supported instruction sets, performance of
the cores and cache hierarchy characteristics. For instance, it could schedule the performance critical
sequential parts of applications on the big cores, while assigning the parallel tasks to smaller cores.

Second, the OS should play a bigger role in power management. It is likely that in the future thermal
design power limitations will not allow us employing all cores at full speed at the same time. While quick
responsive control will be done at the hardware level, more sophisticated management should be done at
the OS level. For example, performance uncritical tasks (or tasks with memory-bounded performance)
could be executed at lower frequencies but with higher energy efficiency. On the other hand, tasks that
block others could be speed up.

To deal with those challenges, the OS should be aware of hardware characteristics concerning the
cores, caches and interconnect as well as the dynamic and static power consumption. Further, it should
observe task behavior at runtime, estimate and measure power at fine granularity, and control finer power
states at core granularity via new interfaces.
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